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Wanderers 

 
”Wanderer (1.) - a person who travels aimlessly; a traveller.” (Oxford dictionaries) 

 

Body of work will contain 6 painted units, which will be hung in various groupings and at differing heights. This work 
is dedicated to the reflection of memory processes, in which painting technique is improved with presence of photo 
and graphics; the result is executed in the form of painted installations. 

My paintings stem from memories and thoughts about these memories (remembering, trying to remember, wanting 
to forget, the absence of memory), the internal process of reflecting memories. Each unit is a meaning, moment or 
one word and each unit depends on another. Research process of these memories symbolically appears in how the 
painted unit surface is handled. The brush stroke meaning circulation starts to happen when the position of another 
unit is established. 

The line, the ink trace, brushstroke. It is a mark, from a brush or pencil touching the surface. It is a record of how the 
hand moves, how calm or intense the person has been while doing it - seeing how slowly or quickly, precisely or 
aggressively, passionately or superficially a line has been made.  It represents decisions; it represents the time spent 
with an object and substances. These lines can show every single breath as a momentum; the brush shows every 
little movement as an articulator. In painting everything apperars. These lines are a record of past experience,  proof 
of past moments and the past’s existence with us in the present time.  Painterly texture is as a time print in both - 
technical and metaphorical sense. 

Human memory consists of different stages of perceiving, processing and recalling past events. It means that our 
memory is not based on any coherent kind of structure, chronological order or system. Its order chain is based on 
highly subjective emotions and reflexes.  Most distant stars visible by human eyes are thousands of light years away, 
and may not even exist anymore. This means that the perceived image of some stars is a thousand years old. Are we 
then actually seeing a memory of a star? Although it is not the same as having perceived the image a thousand years 
ago and be remembering it at the present moment, we cannot doubt that perception of present time in the case of 
the star deals with an image of and from the past. 
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Creative biography 

 

Laimdota Steķe was born in Riga, Latvija ir 1988. She has graduated Department of Painting of Art Academy of Latvia 
in June 2013 and has a BA degree and now she continues studies in MA programme.  

Laimdota creates groups of drawings and paintings which stem from autobiographical memories and their 
associations (remembering, trying to remember, wanting to forget, the absence of the memory); it is the internal 
process of reflecting memories. Painted works, based from subjective impulses, is systematized in order to attempt 
to visualize the operation of the mind. Laimdota works in drawing and painting technique (oil, acrylic, watercolour), 
but often work integrates graphic techniques (mezzotint, silk screen printing and etching). 

In 2011 Laimdota's work ”Time and Place” won Audience award in SEB Contest in Painting „SEB stipendija 
glezniecībā". In 2012 the jury awarded her with the main prize of the contest for her works “Place I” and”Place II” - 
Laimdota received a scholarship provided by SEB Bank. 

In September 2012 Laimdota was participating in Forum of Contemporary Art ”White Night” organised by Riga City 
Council. In collaboration with theatre ”Ģertrūdes ielas teātris” she created installation ”The Place” - a tangible and 
expanded 3D version of her previous series of paintings ”Place”, accompanied by experimental live music by Arvīds 
Augšups. 

Apart from individual work as visual artists Laimdota has collaborated with artists from other disciplines. Two 
theatre performances in 2012, where she took part as assistant set designer: ”Tale about Dwarf Nose”, based on 
Wilhelms Hauff's fairytale; and ”Four nights”, based on Dostojevsky's story ”White nights”, both  directed by Andrejs 
Jarovojs.  

Laimdota started to study Fine Art from age 13, she has made 4 solo exhibitions and has participated more than 20 
group exhibitions in Latvia and abroad. She has studied at University for the Creative Arts in Canterbury, U.K., during 
Erasmus exchange programme in 2012 - 2013 and she is planning to continue studies abroad. In the end of the year 
Laimdota plans to make new solo exhibition and participate in other projects together with theatre ”Ģertrūdes ielas 
teātris”. 

 


